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Order the right connector quickly in the new 

igus connector shop 

igus is expanding its services with an online shop for connectors 
 

If cables are to be harnessed, then the matching connector can be found 

quickly, but often cannot be ordered in small quantities from the 

manufacturer. Here, igus now offers an additional service with its new 

online shop for plug-in connectors: the customer can order the right 

connector for his cable at a reasonable price from a wide selection of well-

known suppliers such as Harting or Intercontec from stock and with no 

minimum order quantity. 

 

Whether motor, servo or data cable - with its chainflex range, igus offers the 

user technically the best and at the same time most cost-effective cable for use 

in the energy chain. Using the chainflex online shop, the customer can directly 

order the right solution from the cable range in the desired length. If he wants 

to harness existing sold by the metre cable himself, he can now order his 

matching connector at the new igus online shop. In the connector shop 

(https://www.igus.in/connector-shop) the user will find a wide selection of 

connectors from various manufacturers such as Intercontec, FCT, Yamaichi and 

Harting. The customer has the choice between cost-effective plug-in connectors 

for signal connectors, connector sets and cable glands from Hummel, which are 

available directly from stock with no minimum order quantity. This allows the 

engineer to harness and connect the cable for his application within a few days. 

 

Ready-to-connect cables for motion, with guarantee 

If the customer wants to save time and money, he can use the readycable 

service from igus. The motion cable specialist has been developing cables 

specifically for use in the energy chain for almost 30 years and offers over 4,200 

drive cables, produced using 24 manufacturer standards, ready for connection. 

After harnessing, each cable is subjected to 100 percent digital and logic testing 

before being shipped. Since all chainflex cables are tested in our own test 

laboratory spread over 2,750 square metres of floor space, igus is the only 

manufacturer in the market to offer a unique 36-month guarantee on its 

complete range of cables. 

https://www.igus.in/connector-shop
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Caption: 

 

 

Picture PM0319-1 

In the new igus connector shop, the customer can now order the right connector 

for his cable directly from stock and with no minimum order quantity. (Source: 

igus GmbH) 
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The terms "igus", “Apiro”, "chainflex", "CFRIP", "conprotect", "CTD", "drylin", "dry-tech", "dryspin", "easy 

chain", "e-chain", "e-chain-systems", "e-ketten", "e-kettensysteme", "e-skin", "flizz", “igear”, "iglidur", "igubal", 

“kineKIT”, "manus", "motion plastics", "pikchain", "plastics for longer life", "readychain", "readycable", “ReBeL”, 

"speedigus", "triflex", "robolink", and "xiros" are protected by trademark laws in the Federal Republic of 

Germany and internationally, where applicable.  

 

PRESS CONTACT: 
 

 
Shery George 
 
igus (India) Private Limited 
36/1, Sy. No. 17/3 
Euro School Road, 
Dodda Nekkundi Industrial Area - 2nd 
Stage 
Mahadevapura Post 
Bangalore - 560048 
Phone : +91-80-45127827 (Direct) 
Cell      : +91-9379517885 
sgeorge@igus.in 
Visit us on www.igus.in 

ABOUT IGUS: 
 
 
igus GmbH is a globally leading manufacturer of 
energy chain systems and polymer plain bearings. 
The Cologne-based family business has offices in 35 
countries and employs around 4,150 people around 
the world. In 2018, igus generated a turnover of 748 
million euros with motion plastics, plastic 
components for moving applications. igus operates 
the largest test laboratories and factories in its sector 
to offer customers quick turnaround times on 
innovative products and solutions tailored to their 
needs. 

http://www.igus.in/

